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The Deputy Secretary-General

PRIORITY
7 June 2006

V
SG,

For your information. I will be meeting

with Alicia and Warren on this tomorrow.
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Warren Sach/NY/UNO To Mark Malloch-Brown/NY/UNO@UNHQ

07/06/2006 09:44 AM cc Alicia Barcena/NY/UNO@UNHQ

bcc

Subject Fw: Cash flow/Regular Budget/Various scenarios including
US/Japan with-holdings.

History: 03, ynjs message has been forwarded.

Good news from Japan which has notified it will deposit a further partial payment of $117M tomorrow;

will modify cash flows accordingly. This buys us about 3 weeks more of Regular Budget expenditures.
We are good to mid Sept.

Warren Sach
Assistant Secretary-General, Controller
United Nations Secretariat
Room S-2627A

Tel: (212) 963-5569
Mobile: (917) 622-7659
Fax: (212) 963-8061
E-mail: sach@un.org

Forwarded by Warren Sach/NY/UNO on 07/06/2006 09:37 AM
Warren Sach/NY/UNO
05/06/2006 10-15 PM ^° Mark Malloch-Brown/NY/UNO

cc

Subject Cash flow/Regular Budget/Various scenarios including
US/Japan with-holdings.

I am sorry it has taken me longer to get round to this than I expected.

Cash flow projections for the regular budget have been made on a number of assumptions for end June
2006 through end December 2006.

These yield end of month balances after taking into account the projected receipt of RB assessements,
projected disbursements based upon budgeted provisions, and the availability of reserves ($ 320M) in the
form of the Working Capital Fund ($100 M) and the Special Account $220M).

5 scenarios are projected; these are estimates and are dependant upon the assumptions being fulfilled
including the assumption common to them all that non-US/Japanese/ receipts follow historic monthly
patterns. The monthly cash outflows are also based on historic monthly patterns which could vary a bit
(but not much as payroll driven expenses tend to exhibit stable patterns).

The scenarios are as follows;
^ •- ..,

A. Base version reflecting receipt of US/Japan assessments in second half 2006; [ :• ,~?~^~\~ t '

r ' ' ' "1 ;fVB. Same as A but with no US receipts in second half 2006; ,, ») .

C. Same as A, with US receipts but no Japanese receipts in second half 2006; " " 2 8 2006

D. Same as A with US receipts but Japanese receipts delayed to Oct 2006;

E. Same as A with No US/Japanese receipts in second half 2006. ~ -=^

On these assumptions end month cash in $M for July through December 2006 would be as follows;

Scenario Jun Jul Aug Spt Oct Nov Dec

A Normal 181 392 240 102 (21) (62) 140
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BNoUS 181 392

CNoJpn 181 108

D DlydJ 181 108

E NoUS/J 181 108

I am reluctant to distribute full $ results by email. Would be happy to discuss scenario B to E data for Aug
onwards at your convenience.

Basically nothing happens in June and July other than that we are dipping into the reserves of $320M to
the tune of $139M to $212M.

In August a squeeze could just begin to be felt as a result of Japanese inaction but it would be
manageable using balances in closed PKO missions; even if US and Japan perform paymentswise we
would have cash flow issues in Oct/Nov although again these could in such circumstances be handled
adequately with closed PKO funds; an unusual but permissable device.

September would only be manageable if Japan pays up (Japan is in a position of unsually powerful
leverage due to its own delayed payments and the usual US pattern/ it may not however wish to acquire
enemies this way given its other political ambitions/objectives); if Japan does not perform very unusual
arrangements would be required to cover needs.

Subsequent months, Oct onwards, would be more difficult. While expenditure restraint might save a few
million a month it could not cope with the severity of the gap in cash flow. We would need to borrow from
active PKOs; this is generally believed to require GA approval; it might be necessary to obtain OLA advice
although I would counsel against any formal request in this regard as it could create inflexibility; such
loans were made in the time of Boutros but appropriation resolutions have changed since then and might
be deemed more restrictive at this point. In any event, even if such loans are deemed this may be
problematic from a policy point of view if they appeared to be using balances generated from past
US/Japan assessment payments(i.e. using US/Japanese funds to undermine their own withholdings).

Strategies involving earlier collection of non-US/Japan arrears could delay problems by a few weeks or a
month; while buying time may be useful it could on its own not tide us over end year problems to bridge to
new receipts in Jan 2007. It would not represent a counter strategy which could neutralise a fully
coordinated US/Japanese withholding. Graduated US/Japanese witholding on an incremental/delayed
and measured basis to exert pressure, but not lethal pressure, would be a different matter.

Warren Sach
Assistant Secretary-General, Controller
United Nations Secretariat
Room S-2627A

Tel: (212) 963-5569
Mobile: (917) 622-7659
Fax: (212) 963-8061
E-mail: sach@un.org
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End Month Cash Balances
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End Month Cash Balances
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Scenario

A Normal

BNoUS

C No Japan

D Delayed Japan

E No US/Japan

End Month Cash Balances 5 Scenarios
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